
Ex. 2, p. 78 

1) The flood of 1997 called the Millennium Flood because was one of the most devastating ever in 
the region of the Czech Republic, Poland and Germany.


2) Many rivers to overflow


3) In Poland the flooding began on July 6 th. 1997 and it affected a lot of towns and cities.


4) The flood claimed the lives of over 50 people.


5) In some places in Wrocław the water reached the balconies of flats on the first floor.


6) People all over Poland send supplies and medicines and a special single recorder raise money 
for affected.


Ex. 3, p. 78 

1) 20 th

2) 62 mm

3) 55

4) rescued

5) Underground


Ex. 5, p. 78 

drought - susza 

The most threatened by drought are the leaders in the extraction of oil in the Persian Gulf: Kuwait, 
Qatar and the United Arab Emirates.


flood- powódź 

Flooding most found on the Asian continent (India, China, Japan) and the Americas.


hurricane - huragan  

Hurricanes form over the waters of the Atlantic, and the most vulnerable areas of the world are the  
regions of the United States and the coast of Africa.


tornado - tornado 

Tornadoes can be seen in the central US. The world-famous Tornadoes Avenue with the most 
tornadoes per year includes states such as Texas, Oklahoma, Kansas and South Dakota.


tsunami - tsunami 

Tsunami waves are associated with earthquakes, which is why they most often arise in seismically 
active regions. (in the Pacific Ocean - the coasts of Japan, Alaska, Central America and Chile)


avalanche - lawina 

Avalanches occur in mountainous areas. The phenomenon of avalanche threats is different in 
every country. Other regulations say this.


heatwave - fala upałów 



The heat wave has different definitions depending on local customs and realities. In Denmark it is 
3 days in a row with temperatures above 28 ° C, in Australia 5 days with temperatures 

at least 35 ° C.


blizzard - śnieżyca, zamieć 

In some regions of the world, snowstorms can be unusually strong. In the Asian part of Russia 
and Kazakhstan, snowstorm is known as buran, and in taiga purga. In the United States it is a 
blizzard.


thunderstorm - burza z piorunami 

There is a place on Earth where lightning strikes fo


